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Introduction!!
This Premium TimeMaps unit The Ancient Middle East, I: 3500 to 1275 BCE, is a sequence of 
maps showing the history of the most important region of the ancient world.!!
The unit’s aim is to quickly and clearly show the main episodes in that history, as well as the key 
developments in these civilizations.!!
For teachers of AP World History, the unit - including the maps and these accompanying teacher 
notes - provides comprehensive coverage of all the thinking skills, theme and key concepts 
relevant to this Period 1 topic.!!!
How to use this unit!!
The unit can be used in two ways:!!
1. Whole-class presentation!!
and/or!!
2. Student-based enquiry work!!
Teachers may wish to use only one of these approaches. Alternatively they could use both, 
perhaps using (1) as a quick introduction, and then (2) for students to carry out a more in-depth 
enquiry using the student-based questions; or (if you feel your students can manage this) starting 
them off with (2), to allow them to find out for themselves what happened at this period, before 
using (1) as a reinforcement exercise.!!
How this unit fits in with other Premium TimeMaps units!!
The main unit relevant to the period 3500 to 600 BCE is Ancient Civilizations. This unit is the first of 
two to take a closer look at the most significant of all the regions in the Ancient World. The second 
one, The Ancient Middle East II, 1275 to 500 BCE, takes the story forward to the rise of the Persian 
Empire.!!
Many teachers will wish to move quickly on to Period 2, but for those who don’t, the Middle East in 
these millennia offers by far the most fruitful study for period of early civilization. A quick run 
through of these two Middle Eastern units should be a rewarding exercise.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Section 1: Whole-class presentation notes!!
Using a projector/whiteboard system, you can show the map sequence to your class, talking 
through each map.!!
To help you do this, we have prepared accompanying Presentation Notes, which you can use as a 
script or an aide-memoire. !!
This activity could be used as a stand-alone exercise; or as an introduction to this period of world 
history; or as a wrap up/reinforcement exercise.!!
For each map, these notes mostly follow the same formula:!!
1. Date and introduction!
The date to which the map refers, followed by a small introductory paragraph which seeks to 
encapsulate in a sentence or two what’s going on in the map. These are in bold.!!
2. Bullet points!
One or more bullet points, covering different points of interest in the map, or in the period it covers.!!
3. Additional notes!
These give more in-depth support to the bullet points. !!
Much of the information they contain may be superfluous to your needs, especially if you are 
covering a topic quickly. However, we have included it so that it is there for you if you want it. We 
suggest that, prior to using the Presentation with your class, you go through these additional notes 
and highlight any you wish to use.!!
Some key words or phrases are in bold; these are often referencing points covered in the AP 
World History document, but they are also there to help you see at a glance the key points in a 
paragraph.!!
4. Questions!
The notes for several of the maps end with one or more suggested questions. These are in italics. 
They are designed to be tackled as part of the Presentation, and as a class activity. They will help 
to break the Presentation up, stop the students from drifting off to sleep, give them the opportunity 
to engage with the subject and give your voice a rest.!!
They are aimed either at reinforcing points made in the Presentation, or at provoking discussion; 
they do not necessarily have a “correct” answer.!!
Some (though not all) of the questions will work just as well if used as reinforcement exercises at 
the end of the Presentation.!!
The Presentation commentary notes are followed by a short quiz, as a quick way of refre!!!!!!!!!!
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Presentation Notes!!
If using these in class it might be helpful to print these notes out.!!
3500 BCE: The first civilization in world history is appearing in the Middle East!!
Note that in the map, the orange shaded area denotes Sumerian civilization.!!
Another point to note (which sounds obvious but may be worth making) is that the cities shown are 
by no means the only ones - there were many more. These are just the most important ones (or 
perhaps simply the ones which show the most impressive archaeological remains or otherwise 
show up most clearly in the historical record).!!
• The region has both farming and pastoralist populations, depending on how favourable the land 

is for farming or herding (1).!!
• On the flood plains of Mesopotamia irrigation farming supports a dense population, and the 

earliest urban civilization in world history, that of the Sumerians, is appearing (2).!!
• The numerous Sumerian city-states are constantly at war with one another (3).!!
• The Sumerian officials are developing the earliest writing (4).!!
• In the Nile Valley, a second area of dense, irrigated-supported population is growing, divided into 

powerful chieftainships (5).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. Background!
By this date, farming has been practiced in the Middle East for millennia (since at least the 8000 
BCE). Farming populations are distributed right across the huge region, wherever conditions are 
favourable to growing crops. Settled villages, looking much like those which can still be seen 
there, dot the landscape.!!
In places less favourable to crop-growing, pastoralists graze their herds of cattle and flocks of 
sheep and goat. They follow a semi-nomadic way of life, regularly moving from place to place to 
find new pastures. !!
There is an uneasy relationship between farmers and pastoralists. Both are competing for the 
same land and water. On the other hand, they supply each others’ needs - the pastoralists with 
their meat, dairy products and skins, the farmers with their agricultural and craft products.!!
In much of the Middle East, the climate is too dry for either farmers or pastoralists - there isn’t 
enough rainfall for either crops or grass. Most of these areas lie in the huge deserts of the region.!!
2. Mesopotamia!
The word Mesopotamia means “land between the rivers” in Greek. Here, on the flood plains of the 
rivers Tigris and Euphrates, a growing network of irrigation systems has developed over the 
previous centuries. This has made the soil very fertile. As a result, a large and concentrated 
population has grown up.!!
Irrigation has allowed a surplus of food to be grown, which supports classes who need not be 
involved in agriculture - professional artisans, officials and rulers. These groups live in the first 
true cities, with temples, palaces, wide streets and open spaces for public ceremonies, and well-
made defensive walls.!
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!
The people who live in these cities are the Sumerians, and their’s is the earliest urban 
civilization in world history.!!
3. Sumerian city-states!
Each Sumerian city is at the centre of its own territory, which forms a political unit that we would 
call a state. Mesopotamia is covered by many such city-states. They are fiercely independent, and 
repeatedly at war with one another. !!
Each city-state is ruled by a dynasty of priest-kings, supported by elite groups of priests and 
officials. The Sumerians practice a polytheistic religion, and the kings are seen as the earthly 
representative of the city’s patron god.!!
The economies of these states are organized in a surprisingly centralized way. Some or all of the 
food produced by the farmers is collected into storehouses and redistributed according to where 
the ruling elite direct. It is used to support the kings and royal attendants in the palace, the priests 
and craftsmen in the temple, and the officials, overseers, and soldiers. !!
4. Writing!
To help them organize all this economic activity, Sumerian officials are developing methods of 
record keeping which will evolve into the first writing. This uses a pictographic script called 
cuneiform. They have also developed a base-60 number system.!!
5. The Nile Valley!
In the Nile Valley, powerful chieftainships have grown up along the course of the river. These are 
centred on large walled villages. !!
These chieftains owe the growth of their power to the authority needed to control water resources 
and to manage the irrigation systems to make agriculture productive. Such is the success of this 
endeavour that a large and dense population is growing in this long narrow river valley.!!!
Possible Question:!
What IS irrigation? Why is it so essential in the river valleys of Mesopotamia and the Nile, and why 
was it so crucial to the rise of the earliest civilizations?!
(This question is also offered in the unit Ancient Civlization, but such is the importance of this issue 
to world history that it has been repeated here. If you have tackled it there then skip it here.) !!
The answers in brief are: !
• Irrigation is a way of diverting, distributing and storing water by means of channels, dykes, and 

ponds.!
• In very dry areas, the water from rivers is needed to enable crops to grow properly; otherwise the 

spring flood water would soon flow on down to the sea and not stay long enough to sustain plant 
growth.!

• The construction of irrigation systems required many people working together, which tended to 
give populations a social discipline they otherwise would not have.!

• Large-scale irrigation systems also needed a hierarchy of managers to co-ordinate the workforce 
properly, bring into being an elite class of officials (in the early days usually these were probably 
priests, because this group already had authority within their societies).!

• Large irrigation works required mathematical and engineering skills to be successful.!!
It’s worth also making the point that other, related, factors, were at work in river valleys:!
• The spring floodwaters brought rich mud from the hills, which provided fertile soil in which crops 

could grow.!
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• The spring floodwaters could also be destructive (especiaily in Mesopotamia), so the techniques 
developed for constructing irrigation systems were also applied to building dykes and flood gates 
for holding back floods.!

• The rivers and canals (which were originally large irrigation channels) allowed the population to 
carry goods by boat - very much cheaper than by land - and this stimulated trade. All towns had 
their own dock facilities.!!

You might find the TimeMaps Encyclopedia article on the Origins of Civilization helpful.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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3000 BCE: Another civilization has appeared in the Middle East. This is the civilization of 
Egypt, in the Nile Valley. !!
• The people of Egypt have become unified under the rule of a single king (1).!!
• Trade routes are spreading out from Sumeria (2).!!
• At around this time, the making of bronze is pioneered, probably in Mesopotamia (3).!!
Additional Notes:!!
1. Egypt!
As in Mesopotamia, irrigation is key to bringing fertility to the land. The numerous chiefdoms 
which where located along the long river Nile were constantly at war with each other - wars 
probably caused in part by disputes over control over the river’s water. At around this time, the 
wars have resolved themselves into the conquest of the whole valley by one of these chiefs, who 
thus has become the first of the long succession of pharaohs (the word ”pharaohs” means “Great 
House”). Therefore, unlike in Mesopotamia, the people of Egypt are unified under the rule of a 
single king.!!
2. Mesopotamia!
The Sumerian cities are far larger and wealthier than any previous communities in history, and 
generate a much greater demand for trade goods. Mesopotamia has little by way of natural 
resources - timber, stone or metal - and these have to be brought in and exchanged for grain and 
high quality products made by professional Sumerian textile and metal workers.!!
As a result, trade routes are spreading out from Sumeria, and settlements of traders are being 
planted away from the core area of the Sumerian civilization. Some of these settlements are 
forming the nucleus of new cities.!!
3. The dawn of the Bronze Age!
At this stage, the metal used is mainly copper, which, being soft, is mostly used for making 
jewellery. Sumerian smiths however are working on ways to make it tougher by mixing (alloying) it 
with other metals, especially tin. At around this time they succeed in producing bronze. This will 
have a major impact on the development of civilization. !!!!
Possible question!
In what ways, do you think, will the fact that Egypt has become a single kingdom make Egyptian 
civilization different from Mesopotamian?!!
An answer to this is given in the next map. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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2500 BCE: Urban civilization has spread from Mesopotamia and Egypt into Asia Minor, Syria 
and Canaan. In all these regions city-states and small kingdoms have developed.!!
Note that in the map, the borders of Mesopotamian civilization are not solid, whereas borders of 
Egypt are. This is to show that Egypt a single state, whereas Sumerian civilization (in orange) 
consists of numerous small city-states.!!
• To meet the demand for bronze, trade routes spread ever further out from Mesopotamia; along 

them, civilization spreads (1).!!
• Already at this time, the Egyptians have built some of the most iconic buildings in world history, 

the great Pyramids of Giza (2).!!
• Egypt has developed its own writing systems, and has made great advances in other areas (3).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. Bronze Age trade routes!
It is trade that has brought civilization to these areas. The Sumerian cities have a big demand for 
the metals copper and tin, with which to make bronze. This is highly-valued for use in high-status 
ornaments, but also in weapons. The Sumerian cities are now in one of the first arms races in 
history, equipping their soldiers with metal armour and weaponry.!!
To meet this demand, trade routes spread ever further out from Mesopotamia: eastward across 
Iran to India; westward into Asia Minor, and on into south east Europe; and south west to Egypt, 
either over land through Canaan, or to the port of Byblos and then over the sea to Egyptian 
harbours at the mouth of the Nile.!!
Wherever the trade routes go, knowledge of bronze-working goes along with them. Bronze-using 
cultures arise in Iran in the east and Europe in the west.!!
2. National mobilization of labor!
Since around c. 3000 BC Egypt has been a single unified kingdom (unlike Mesopotamia, which is 
divided into numerous city-states). Modern scholars call this period of ancient Egyptian history the 
Old Kingdom. The kingdom is ruled by divine kings called pharaohs, regarded as the earthly 
incarnations of the chief god, Amun. !!
The Old Kingdom of Egypt is one of the great epochs of a great civilization. The Egyptians’ ability 
to mobilize people on a national scale - rather than on that of just a city-state, as is the case in 
Mesopotamia - has allowed the pharaohs and their officials to organize the building of massive 
structures such as the pyramids. !!
To us the building of pyramids seems like an enormous waste of resources. To the Egyptians it was 
a way of creating a sacred landscape and bringing divine blessing to the country.!!
3. Egyptian civilization!
The Egyptians have developed their own writing system. A hieroglyphic script is used on stone 
monuments for public proclamations; for more everyday use a less formal cursive script is used, 
written on papyrus leaves. !!
Egyptian achievements in medicine, science and mathematics are very advanced for the time; 
for example they have developed a 365-day calendar. !!
Like all peoples of the period, the Egyptians have a polytheistic religion, worshipping a pantheon 
of many gods and goddesses.!!
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!
2230 BCE: The first great empire of world history has now appeared in the Middle East. !!
This is the achievement of a Mesopotamian king called Sargon of Akkad.!!
Additional note:!!
Sargon of Akkad is the earliest great conqueror we know about in history, and founded the first 
true empire.!!
Akkad (or Agade) is a Mesopotamian city-state, as yet undiscovered by archaeologists. The 
Akkadians are not Sumerians - they belong to an unrelated group of peoples, speaking a Semitic 
language distantly related to Arabic and Hebrew.!!
Sargon appears to have come from a comparatively humble background - he is recorded as 
starting out as a cup-bearer to one of the Sumerian kings.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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2100 BCE: Sargon’s empire lasted barely two generations before it collapsed. Soon another 
regional power has appeared in Mesopotamia, that of Ur. !!
• Sort-lived though it is, the empire has left an enduring mark on Mesopotamian civilization (1).!!
• Rulers of the famous 3rd dynasty of Ur have conquered a large territory, which they now rule with 

a high degree of control (2).!!
• In Egypt, the Old Kingdom has collapsed (3).!!
Additional notes: !
1. The Akkadian legacy!
The area of southern Mesopotamia is now called Sumer and Akkad in contemporary sources, 
showing how influential the legacy of the Akkadian empire is. The Akkadian language, the 
language of government of Sargon’s empire, has become widely spoken in Mesopotamia, 
especially in the north.!!
2. The city of Ur!
Ur is one of the Sumerian city-states. It grew wealthy on maritime trade in the Gulf, and well 
beyond - it had a thriving trade with the Indus Valley cities.!!
The kings of Ur make Sumerian again the language of government in much of Mesopotamia, and 
some scholars see a deliberate policy of reviving Sumerian culture at the expense of Akkadian (it 
will not last: Akkadian is becoming the lingua franca of Mesopotamia).!!
Ur has a claim to being the first large-scale bureaucratic state in world history. Thousands of 
administrative cuneiform documents, all stamped on clay shards, have come down to us from this 
period. !!
They show us that the kings of Ur attempt to organize their realm along highly centralized lines, 
maintaining a close oversight of the economic activities of the population.!!
It is at this time that the great Ziggurat of Ur, the most spectacular edifice the Sumerians ever 
constructed, is built.!!
3. Egypt!
Rival power centres have emerged in different parts of the land as Egypt fragments into several 
principalities. Some scholars detect a harsh drought at this time, which may be linked to the fall of 
the Old Kingdom. This period is known in ancient Egyptian history as the First Intermediate 
Period.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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2000 BCE: The empire of Ur lasted an even shorter time than that of Akkad. !!
• As Ur’s power crumbled, a pastoral people from the grasslands bordering Mesopotamia, called 

the Amorites, began entering Mesopotamia in large numbers (1).!!
• The kingdom of Elam appears; it will be a major state in Middle Eastern history for the next 

thousand years (2).!!
• Egypt, meanwhile, has been reunified under a single rule. Modern scholars call this period the 

Middle Kingdom of ancient Egypt (3).!!
• Pastoralist tribes from the Black Sea region have been migrating down into the north of the 

region.!!
Additional Notes:!!
1. The Amorites!
The Amorite chiefs take over some of the ancient cities, and others found new ones.!!
The newcomers are Semites, closely related to the Akkadians. They speak a form of Akkadian, and 
it is at this time that this language completely ousts Sumerian as the language of government. It 
will soon be the common language of the population throughout Mesopotamia.!!
2. Elam!
On the south-eastern borders of the Mesopotamian culture area lies the city of Susa. Sometime 
around now it is conquered by a king who controls a federation of hill clans of southwest Iran. The 
new kingdom of Elam thus comes into being.!!
3. Egypt!
The founding dynasty of the Middle Kingdom came from the area of Thebes, in southern Egypt. 
For more than a thousand years to come this city will be, with Memphis on the north, one of the 
two great centres of power in Egypt.!!
4. The Indo-Europeans!
These tribes speak an Indo-European language, and their culture is related to other groups 
moving into Europe and Iran at this time, and shortly into the Indian subcontinent. !!
They bring with them a new weapon of war, the chariot. This gives them an advantage in battle 
over the more populous and more advanced lands of the Middle East.!!!
Possible question!
By the date on this map, how long is it since civilization first appeared in Mesopotamia? If you 
count back from the present day the same number of years, where in history will this take us?!!
This question is designed to get students thinking about chronology, and how it’s not just about the 
sequence of events, but about the duration of time as well.!!
The answer to this question is that it takes us back to the period just after the fall of the Roman 
Empire.!!!!!!
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1750 BCE: Hammurabi, king of Babylon, has been able to unite almost all Mesopotamia 
under his rule.!!
Note: The city of Babylon has appeared.!!
• Babylon, Hammurabi’s capital, will from now on be the leading city in Mesopotamia, and one of 

the most famous in all ancient history (1).!!
• Hammurabi is famous for issuing a law code, which he has had carved on stone pillars and set 

up in different locations within his empire (2). !!
• The Middle Kingdom of Egypt now dominates territory well beyond the confines of the long, 

narrow Nile valley, as well as southward into Nubia (3).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. Babylon!
In Mesopotamia, the city of Babylon was founded by an Amorite clan. At first small and 
unimportant, it gained more and more territory under a succession of vigorous kings until it ruled 
much of central Mesopotamia. This provided the base from which one of the most famous figures 
of the ancient world, king Hammurabi (reigned 1792-49 BC), has been able to unite almost all 
Mesopotamia under his rule, and even extend it over states in Syria.!!
2. Hammurabi’s law code!
Hammurabi is famous not only for his conquest, but also for issuing a law code which he has had 
carved on stone pillars and set up in different locations within his empire. !!
This law code is not the first in Mesopotamian history; it is likely that many, if not all, the Sumerian 
city states had such codes. However, Hammurabi’s is the most comprehensive that has survived, 
and has given modern scholars a clear insight into Mesopotamian life at this time. !!
The purpose of issuing his code is so that all his subjects, wherever they are, are able to obey, and 
be judged by, a single set of laws, rather than by a confusion of local laws.!!
3. Middle Kingdom Egypt!
The Middle Kingdom of Egypt has expanded its borders, southward into Nubia and outwards into 
the desert oases surrounding the Nile Valley. These are valuable for the salt, copper and gold 
mines located there, and from Nubia, exotic products from sub-Saharan Africa, such as ivory, black 
slaves and ostrich feathers from Nubia.!!!
Possible question:!
How do law codes shed light on past societies, do you think? !!
Unlike official chronicles or inscriptions on royal monuments, which usually reference important 
events, laws deal with matters such as family relationships, ownership of property, trade contracts, 
and so on. As such they can shine a bright light on everyday life.!!!!!!!!!
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1650 BCE: After his death, Hammurabi’s empire went into swift decline, and chaos has 
enfolded a large area of the north of the Middle East.  !!
• Northern areas of the Middle East are conquered by peoples speaking an Indo-European 

language, whose original home was in the Black Sea region (1).!!
• To the south east, the ancient city-states of Sumer and Akkad are now ruled by the kings of 

Babylon (2).!!
• After not much more than two centuries, the Middle Kingdom of Egypt has fragmented amongst 

competing centres of power in the Nile Valley (3).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. Invaders from the north!
The Indo-Europeans’ battle-winning weapon, the chariot, allows them to dominate populations 
amongst whom they settle, and their chiefs become the rulers of small kingdoms in these areas. 
Some of these will soon be very important.!!
2. Southern Mesopotamia!
Though Hammurabi’s successors have lost much of the empire he conquered, the city states of 
southern Mesopotamia still come under the rule of the kings of Babylon; indeed this region is 
coming to be called Babylonia.!!
Although the Babylonians speak Akkadian (or “Old Babylonian”, as modern scholars call the 
language), their civilization, including its religion, art, architecture and literature, is based firmly on 
the foundations laid down by their Sumerian forebears.!!
3. Egypt!
The weakened state of the country has allowed chiefs from western Asia, the Hyksos, to conquer 
northern Egypt. They will soon dominate the south as well, though only briefly. !!
Some modern scholars have thought that the Hyksos may have owed their success to their use of 
chariots, though as yet no archaeological evidence supports this idea.!!
This period is known in ancient Egyptian history as the Second Intermediate period.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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1500 BCE: Egypt has once again been reunified, and the “New Kingdom” of Ancient Egypt 
has been founded.!!
• The New Kingdom is a more centralized and aggressive state than those that have previously 

existed in Egypt (1).!!
• Powerful Indo-European kingdoms now rule in northern Syria, northern Mesopotamia and 

eastern Asia Minor (2).!!
• Southern Mesopotamia (Babylonia) has also fallen under the control of an Indo-European tribe, 

the Kassites (3).!!
• Chariots now forms the centrepiece of armies of all the leading kingdoms of the Middle East (4).!!
Additional Notes!!
1. New Kingdom Egypt!
The reunification of Egypt and the establishment of the New Kingdom of ancient Egypt is 
achieved by of a line of kings who came to power in the southern city of Thebes, and have 
extended their power from that base. !!
To complete their control over northern Egypt they have had to expel the Hyksos, driving them 
back into western Asia. To do so, they have had to become much more militaristic than any 
Egyptian regimes before them. They have adopted the chariot as a major part of their army.!!
2. Indo-European kingdoms!
In northern Mesopotamia and northern Syria, one of the Indo-European groups which have settled 
in the region over the past few centuries, the Mitanni, have organized a powerful kingdom. !!
Another such group, the Hittites, have founded a warlike realm in Asia Minor around their capital, 
Hattusa.!!
3. Babylonia!
In 1595 BC the Hittites launched an attack deep into Mesopotamia and sacked the city of Babylon. 
This greatly weakened the power of kings of Babylon, Hammurabi’s successors, and an Indo-
European led people from the hills to the north, the Kassites, were able to take control of the 
kingdom.!!
Even though alien rulers, the Kassites maintain and foster the ancient Mesopotamian civilization 
which they now rule.!!
4. A new form of warfare, a new kind of government!
The expense of maintaining chariot armies has forced the kingdoms to become more organized. 
Bureaucracies staffed by educated officials direct the resources of the state more efficiently than 
before.!!!
Possible activity!
List the factors that have changed the Middle East in the couple of centuries leading up to 1500 
BCE.!
The list would include:!
• the coming of the chariot!
• more bureaucratic government that this requires!
• the rise of Indo-European kingdoms in the region!
• the rise of a more warlike Egypt!
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All these changes are linked in a chain of cause and effect, as it was Indo-European tribes who 
first invented the chariot, this enabled them to conquer kingdoms in Asia Minor and Mesopotamia, 
and the threat they posed forced native-ruled states, most notably Egypt, to militarise themselves.!!
(Interesting question: !
How come states had to become more organized to support chariot forces, when this weapon had 
been developed by less organized nomadic societies? !!
The answer is probably that when an entire society is geared for war, such as the nomads were, 
you simply don’t need the organization that a settled, farming population needs to bear the burden 
of maintaining a professional class of warriors, plus their chariots and horses. !!
Also, of course, horses have plenty of grazing land on the steppes, whereas in many parts of the 
Middle East fodder had to be specially provided. This must have been a significant logistical 
challenge.)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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1420 BCE: The Mitanni and Hittite kingdoms have both expanded to become major powers. !!
The New Kingdom of Egypt has also expanded its territory enormously, south into Nubia and 
northeast into Canaan (1).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. The numerous small kingdoms of Syria and Canaan are dominated by their more powerful 
neighbours, to whom they pay tribute and contribute troops; otherwise they keep their 
independence.!!
Internally, the kingdom of Egypt has become a centralized state under the tight control of the 
pharaoh and his officials. !!
This is the period when the kings are buried in the magnificent tombs of the Valley of the Kings, 
near the city of Thebes (modern-day Luxor). !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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1275 BCE: This period marks the high point of Bronze Age civilization in the Middle East. 
New Kingdom Egypt and the Hittite Empire are the leading powers of the region.!!
• The Mitanni kingdom has vanished, with the Assyrians and Hittites dividing their realm between 

them. The Hittites are now one of the two leading powers in the Middle East (1).!!
• New Kingdom Egypt has continued to thrive, despite a brief wobble in the mid-14th century when 

a pharaoh called Akhenaten attempted to bring about a religious revolution (2).!!
• A batch of letters which have survived from the Egyptian royal archives shed light on the 

international diplomacy of the times. These are the Amarna Letters (3). !!
• Egypt and the Hittite Empire have competed with each other, both diplomatically and militarily, for 

dominance over the numerous small Canaanite kingdoms. This tussle has culminated in the 
most famous battle of the Bronze Age, the Battle of Kadesh (4). !!

• Barely a generation will pass before the whole Middle East is turned upside down (5). !!
Additional notes:!!
1. The Assyrians and the Hittites!
The Assyrians had previously been under Mitanni overlordship. They rebelled and won their 
independence, then dismembered the Mitanni kingdom and divided it with the Hittite Empire. 
From now on, for more than half a millennium, Assyria will appear on the map of the Middle East.!!
It is the Hittites who have the more powerful state at this time, however. But their empire will be 
wiped off the map before a century is out.!!
2. Akhenaten!
In one of the most remarkable episodes of ancient Middle Eastern history, the pharaoh Akhenaten 
attempted to bring about a religious revolution by declaring the Sun god Aten to be the only deity 
who could be worshipped. Some modern scholars have seen this as a pioneering attempt to 
establish a monotheistic system of belief. !!
His reforms did not outlast his death. The powerful priests of Amun and the other ancient gods of 
Egypt quickly moved to  reinstate their religious dominance. They were helped by the fact that the 
new pharaoh was just a boy. He only reigned briefly, but he would become one of the most famous 
of all the pharaohs. His magnificent burial chamber would be found millennia later. He was called 
Tutankhamun.!!
3. The Amarna Letters!
The Armana Letters were written on clay tablets. They were not in Egyptian, but in the cuneiform 
script and Akkadian (“Old Babylonian”) language of Babylonia. This must have been the 
international language of the period. They show that the pharaohs of New Kingdom Egypt had a 
sophisticated bureaucracy at their disposal.!!
The letters date to the pharaoh Akhenaton’s reign. They are very revealing about the diplomatic 
relations of the time. The rulers of powerful states such as the Hittites were referred to as “brother”; 
those of small Canaanite kingdoms subject to Egyptian overlordship, were referred to as “sons”.!!
4. The Battle of Kadesh (1275)!
This Battle of Kadesh has puzzled modern scholars. The leader of the Egyptian army, the 
pharaoh, Ramesses II, claimed it as a great victory on his monument. However, it ended in no 
territorial gains for the Egyptians; in fact, in the aftermath they seem to have agreed to divide 
control of Canaan between them. Reading between the lines, therefore, it seems the the battle was 
a draw.!
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!
In any case, both powers were soon more concerned at the aggressive actions of Assyria than with 
each other.!!
5. Change is coming!
These years see the Bronze Age civilizations of the Middle East at their peak. Changes are afoot, 
however. !!
Probably by this date Canaanites have developed the earliest alphabetic script; and somewhere in 
Asia Minor metal smiths are perfecting the smelting of iron as a tough and useful material.!!
Further afield, upheavals in central Europe are causing populations to be on the move. These will 
soon spill over into the Middle East, with disastrous effect. Centuries of chaos will engulf the 
region.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Section 2: Student-based enquiry work!!
Some (though not all) of the questions in the Presentation notes will work just as well if used as a 
reinforcement exercise at the end of the Presentation, or as student-based tasks. The task below is 
more substantial.!!
The students can tackle the task either as individuals or in small groups. They will obviously need 
to have access to this Premium TimeMap unit.!!
They can present their answers in essay form or as presentations.!!
The questions are designed to stimulate enquiry, thought and discussion. We have offered 
suggested points that students might cover in their answers. These are given in italics just below 
the questions.!!
For teachers of AP World History, between them these questions address one of the thinking skills 
and three of the four themes.!!!
Activity!
How is the Middle East of 1275 BCE different from that of 3500 BCE?!!
What were the long-term factors changing the ancient Middle East? Why have these changes 
occurred? !!
What has not changed?!!
Some answers:!
What changed:!
Urban, literate civilization has spread to much of the region!
Larger and more complex states have developed: after the first city-states (Sumerians), kingdoms 
(Egypt, and later Babylonia, Assyria), empires (Sargon’s, Hammurabi’s, New Kingdom Egypt, 
Hittites)!!
What has caused these:!
Trade; technological innovations - metallurgy (bronze), chariotry, bureaucracy; interaction between 
settled farming societies and pastoral nomads (warfare, trade); ambitious rulers (Sargon, 
Hammurabi); any others?!!
What has not changed:!
The earliest civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt are still going strong.!
What is the reason for their longevity? Surely the highly fertile irrigation agriculture they depend on 
(both countries will remain amongst the most populous and productive of all lands until well into the 
medieval times.)!!
This activity and AP World History coverage:!!
Thinking Skills !
2. Chronological reasoning!
• Historical Causation!
• Patterns of Continuity and Change Over Time!!
Themes:!
1: Interaction Between Humans and the Environment!
• Demography and disease !
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• Migration!
•  Patterns of settlement!
• Technology!!
2: Development and Interaction of Cultures!
• Science and technology!!
3: State-Building, Expansion, and Conflict!
• Political structures and forms of governance!
• Empires!!
4: Creation, Expansion, and Interaction of Economic Systems!
• Agricultural and pastoral production!
• Trade and commerce!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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APPENDICES!!
Appendix 1: TimeMaps articles for further reading!!
A list of all TimeMaps articles for Period 1 can be found on the Encyclopedia home page. Here is a 
selected list of the key articles which students should find most helpful.!!!
The Coming of Farming!!
Early Pastoralists!!
The Origins of Civilization!!
Ancient Mesopotamia!!
History of Ancient Mesopotamia!!
Ancient Egypt!!
History of Ancient Egypt!!
Elam (Ancient Iran)!!
The Hittites!!
Ancient Israel!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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https://www.timemaps.com/civilizations/ancient-mesopotamia/
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https://www.timemaps.com/encyclopedia/history-elam/
https://www.timemaps.com/civilizations/the-hittites/
https://www.timemaps.com/civilizations/ancient-israel/


Appendix 2: Using the Ancient Middle East I unit with AP World History!!
The teachers notes which accompany this TimeMap presentation offer challenges which cover one 
of the thinking skills and three of the four themes.!!
This TimeMap unit covers the following key concepts:!!
Key Concept 1.3. The Development and Interactions of Early Agricultural, Pastoral, and Urban 
Societies!!
I. Core and foundational civilizations:!
• Mesopotamia in the Tigris and Euphrates River Valleys!
• Egypt in the Nile River Valley!!
II. The first states emerged within core civilizations.!!
A. States were powerful new systems of rule that mobilized surplus labor and resources over large 
areas. Early states were often led by a ruler whose source of power was believed to be divine or 
had divine support and/or who was supported by the military.!!
B. As states grew and competed for land and resources, the more favorably situated — including 
the Hittites, who had access to iron — had greater access to resources, produced more surplus 
food, and experienced growing populations. These states were able to undertake territorial 
expansion and conquer surrounding states.!!
C. Early regions of state expansion or empire building were Mesopotamia, Babylonia!!
D. Pastoralists were often the developers and disseminators of new weapons and modes of 
transportation that transformed warfare in agrarian civilizations.!!
[Teach one illustrative example of new modes of transportation, either from the list below or an 
example of your choice:!
• Chariots]!!
III. Culture played a significant role in unifying states through laws, language, literature, religion, 
myths, and monumental art.!!
A. Early civilizations developed monumental architecture and urban planning.!!
[illustrative example list:!
• Ziggurats!
• Pyramids]!!
C. Systems of record keeping arose independently in all early civilizations and subsequently were 
diffused.!!
Teach one illustrative example of systems of record keeping, either from the list below or an 
example of your choice:!
• Cuneiform!
• Hieroglyphs!!
D. States developed legal codes, including the Code of Hammurabi, that reflected existing 
hierarchies and facilitated the rule of governments over people.!!
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F. Trade expanded throughout this period from local to regional and transregional, with civilizations 
exchanging goods, cultural ideas, and technology.!!
Required examples of trade expansion from local to regional and transregional:!
• Between Egypt and Nubia!
• Between Mesopotamia and the Indus Valley!!!!!
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